Follow instructions outlined here and you will easily become proficient in weaving such items as: afghans, table mats, pocket books, hats, house shoes, napkin inserts, ties, toy rugs, scarfs, etc.
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Tie slip knot in yarn and fasten at A.

Bring thread up over first hook and down again to second peg and so on until you have reached last peg.

Push shift lever to C position and weave end of yarn half way into AUTO WEAVE frame and cut off. Untie slip knot at A and weave end into frame to overlap other end and cut off. Now thread needle with any desired color about a yard long or longer and pull thread through until end is at the last two or three strands (See illustration 4).
Push shift lever to D position. Hooks and yarn will now be open to receive threaded needle. Before pulling needle clear through, push down thread previously woven in (See illustration 5). For best results before pulling yarn through, push shift lever to C position.

Repeat as instructions 3 and 4. Do not pull the pattern out of shape by pulling the yarn too tight.

If you should run short of yarn before completing square, splice in yarn as shown in illustration 3 or 4.

To become proficient in weaving with the AUTO WEAVE it is as important to learn how to join squares as it is to weave them. Here are shown four ways in which squares can be joined. You will find these instructions easy to follow to give your weaving a finished appearance.
Joining squares by continuous weaving is easily done as shown. On completion of one square, remove from frame and rethread loom, using a No. 8 crochet hook to pull warp thread through the hook loops of the finished square. Pull warp thread between No. 1 and No. 2 peg and over No. 1 hook. Continue until loom is threaded. This method makes an attractive seam and can be continued in any desired length. It is very adaptable in making long narrow lengths, such as belts, straps, etc.

On large articles, such as afghans, it may be more desirable to join squares by use of a crochet hook, as shown. All four sides of the squares may be joined in this manner.

In addition to crocheting, the sides of the squares may be joined by simply running yarn through alternate cross woven threads, as shown in sketch.
An effective and easy method of joining squares is to bead the edges by drawing several strands of yarn through loops on ends and sides, as shown. Be sure to have sufficient yarn for all four sides. After running needle completely around square, overlap the beading threads one inch, pull to back side and trim. The squares may then be joined by whipping on the back side.

As you become familiar with the AUTO WEAVE loom you will learn many weaves. Here is shown the start of a simple plaid square. Select two yarns of desired color and lace loom half way with one color and tie off as shown, finish lacing loom with the other. Weaving then is identical to that shown in instructions. At half way change to other yarn and complete square. This is the simplest form of a plaid and can be varied by using different arrangements of colors.

Note too, that the weights of yarn is optional with you. The AUTO WEAVE will do an equally fine job on a coarse yarn to the finest silk.

To obtain additional needles, contact your local store. If needles are not available there, write to us direct.

JANUARY & WOOD COMPANY
MAYSVILLE, KY.